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The Ultimate Handbook For Learning Russian

Learning to communicate in the Russian language is not as hard as you might think – neither it’s something that requires you to put your hand deep in your pocket and spend hundreds of $ on Russian teachers. This book simplifies the process and shortens the learning curve. The result? You can finally learn to speak the Russian language decently and not ridiculing yourself by knowing a couple of phrases that you cannot make any practical use of.

This Book Is A Must Have For You:
• If you want to learn Russian language but don’t know where to start;
• If you prefer learning in the comfort of your own place while studying at your own pace;
• If you have ever tried to learn Russian but struggled a lot during the process and eventually quit!

Generally, it’s a must read if you want to speak Russian fluently, which is certainly possible when you understand the fundamental structure of the language!

The subjects covered by this book:
• Verb conjugation in present, past, future tense;
• Verbs of motion;
• Plural and grammatical gender;
• Cases;
• Modal verbs;
• Reflexive verbs;
• Degrees of comparison;
• Imperative mood;
• Aspects of verbs;
• Participles;
• Diminutive suffixes;
• And other subjects!

Do you want to speak Russian with confidence? The 25 lessons in this book will walk you through the process of understanding the essential grammar and conversational language. What’s more, the multiple examples presented in the book will help you further elevate your Russian speaking and comprehension skills, thus making the application of what you learn incredibly more effortless.
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This book is perfect for all of those who don't want to spend hours and hours with complicated grammar books but to get a quick overview in order to use the language. I've used the book to learn the basic structure and grammar rules of the Russian language before I started conversations with native speakers on Skype or Social Media sites. Everything relevant for beginners is included and the book always provides examples which help understand verb conjugation, noun declension, verbal aspects, etc. in an easily understandable way. I can strongly recommend the book to everyone who want an uncomplicated but effective introduction into Russian grammar. If you want explicit grammar then you obviously have to buy a bigger grammar book but this book fills its 84 pages quite effectively and is undoubtably a useful gadget for the early stages of Russian.

I really enjoyed reading this book for two reasons. First, the Grammar is explained in such a way that it doesn't feel like someone is explaining Grammar! Grammar is most of the time what people hate most about a language. Artemiy makes it just so damn simple as if you're reading an interesting story. The result is that the information sticks to your memory. Second, the book is packed with what you need to know if you are an absolute beginner. It's not a 400 pages book about Russian language. Thanks God! I also liked the diagrams explaining propositions. That was very creative. In short, an excellent concise introductory guide for those who want to learn Russian.

This is very helpful guide to learn Russian language. Good thing this tutorial was written in a simple and comprehensible manner. Reading this book is very comfortable to understand, and easy to carry, step by step, slowly but surely. It also teaches you the Russian alphabet, the vowels, the stressing, the numbers, the basic phrases, and lots more.
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